
Referring these kinds of people to me is not a 	Rt. B, Frederick, ha. 21701 
kindness by Bud. If I answer I waste time and if 1/15/75 
I do not I'm some kind of sonofabitch. Now it- also 
boRfag,liam know, Bud has a great amount of Perrie material. So why, I ask (bottom) 

I do not have all thu hew Urleans testimony, as you say Bile Fensterwald told 
you. However, 110 have 'Pieces. It is a rather poor ihermofax, one that would not 
reproduce well and one I woulu hesitate to tisk in the mails becauee of what has 
happened to some of my mail. 

You ask for a vast amount in "Information, especially pictures, pf David Ferric;" 
"Picturaa merle at the ecene of the aseansinatton" (I prsume Bud has about what I do 
on this); and "Information on the disappearance of the Stenmann Freeeay sign." 

I think you should understand that those of us who write books have as a purpose 
informing people. Your letter indicates an unfamiliarity with some of what 1  have 
published. Obviouely, I can't take the time to write that all pur for anyone thereafter. 

Your purposes are your own affair. However, your letter does indicate a lack 
of familiarity with the basic published inforration. Therefore, I wonder if you are 
;,ring into whet you may not he properly prepared for. 

There is a school of thought that holds fact and knowledge are irrelevant, but 
I do hot belong to that school. 

I am not avoiding anawer. You ark the impossible of me. I can' .,t begin to send you 
those of the requests in my files. I have an enormous amount on kerrie. However, I also 
plan to erite about it hence can't give it away. liereover, I do not put others in a 
position to ongage in ueea prior"te publication that I  mar b. lieva not eroper. 

You indicate a wide interest yet display no familiarity with the basic literature. 
Were I to give you this material, are you really in a position to digest it? 

Perhaial if I knew your purpooee I might be able to be more helpful. But you ask 
for rater ale that could fill several books. That iu quite beyond easy response. 

In any event, I do believe that prior to going off on your own you should be 
familiar eith what has been published, not all of which is dependable. Without a solid 
grasp of the fandamental and available information you may err seriously and waste 
much time. 

Ay Oswald in New Orleans is out of print. I haves only a couple of copies end de 
not lot any go without goodx rieuunk _sack then for the replacement cost of S21, which io 
for cost people prohibitive. an it I have what was generally known about Ferris; as of 
early 1967 plus hat Ile by then found in the Arcbives, FBI one secret Service reports. 
I brought him to light in my aecond book. Neither book includes the picture of him which 
are readily available from news agencies and wore published in early 1967. 

myself, does he bounce that to me? And what are the 
supposed purposes of his committee when he does not0ncerely, 

make what he has available? In addition to this, there are little teings about that 
request which, while they may be meaningless, makes me a bit uneasy, hence my tought 
letter; If and when you can, please ask Bud what if 	

11 	
he knows about this guy .i  aiisourg and why he referred him to me for what he could hav 

have provided himself. Without even asking me. I donqt want to take this kind of time 
without being consulted. I never now or ever refer anyone to Bud and waste his time. 
I'm sending this guy the flyer. We'll see if it means anything. 



'Route 2, Box 6E3 
Spruce Pine, VC 28777 
January 13, 1975 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Route 8 
Frederick, Maryland 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 
I was referred to you by Mr. Bernard Fensterwald, Jr., of 

Washington, DC, concerning the testimony in the trial of Clay 
Shaw in yew Orleans. I was advised by Mr. Fensterwald that you 
hnd the testimony from the trial. I wanted to get the material from 
Dietrich and Pickett, the firm that took it but I simply could 
not afford it. I am interested mainly in the testimony of Colonel 
Pierre A. Finok, one of the autopsy surgeons. If I bought his 
testimony from them, it would cost me Tr.round 3125. I tried during all 
of 1974 to locate the testimony, and when I finally did it was wry out 
of reach. If you possibly could help me in any way, let me know. 
There is other material listed at the bottom of this letter that 
I also need assistance in locating. If you can help me with any of 
this, I would ap-reoiste III it. Thank you very much for your 
assistance. 

Sincerely youry,,,,  

Richard Sullins 

(1) Information, especially pictures, on David Ferrie 
(2) Pictures made at the scene of the assassination 
(3) Information on the disapperence of the '2temmons Freeway sign 
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